Minimalism is an art form that originates from
the late 60’s art scene in New York City.
It’s characterized by extreme simplicity of form
and a literal objective approach. Incorporating
both art and design from its inception,
the term itself has had a new development in
recent years, including the concept of a
minimalistic lifestyle. Not to bother with
unnecessary gadgets and owning as little as
possible, focusing on the essence and quality of
objects rather than quantity.
It’s within this notion of the ‘less is more’ that the
philosophy behind our drinks sets its foundation.
We’re devoting ourselves to refined tastes,
simple and beautiful geometric forms,
mathematical formulas and number series.
We’re also looking for to rid ourselves of the
unnecessary, making the most of all the products
we bring in, minimising our waste and carbon
footprint. Our menu is segmented in
three categories:
The Fibonacci Numbers
Geometry
Minimal design

All cocktails 155 SEK

THE FIBONACCI NUMBERS
(Fibonacci spiral)

Simple numerical shapes are evident even though
they might appear complex at first.
In everything that lives there is mathematics.
In flowers, in the trees of the forest, the seashells
of the ocean and even the cacti of the deserts.
All life grows in line with the Fibonacci
sequence, first observed by the 11th century
Italian scholar and mathematician
Leonardo Fibonacci.
The golden ratio or the Fibonacci spiral is visible
in plant and animal life all over the world and
constitutes the first focus of the menu.
The drinks are representative of the Fibonacci
numbers seen in the following biotopes:
Desert, Forest, Sea and Meadow.

CORN

COLA

[kɔːn]

[kəʊlə]

A shake to complement
the best movies
Not your typical corny
milkshake. You aren't in
TGIF but you can still
have fries with it.

CACAO
[kəˈkɑːəʊ]

Twist on a classic cola
Sometimes minimalist
design may be seen has
lifeless and a shortcut
fueled by laziness.
Perhaps exactly what you
did when you ordered
cola because you didn’t
‘have time’ to read
anything else and thought
it was a safe card.

CITRUS
[sɪtrəs]

Espresso ‘the clear way’

The minimalist Margarita

Flavors from the other side of
the world. Cocoa and coffee.
Things that grow in the
wildest jungle. Probably it
hasn’t been transported to
this bar by someone who lives
the minimalist lifestyle but
luckily we have Jacob
who managed to make it
look the way it does.

‘My drink looks so
boring’ Hmm, yes of
course it does! You just
ordered a minimalist
Margarita. Shut up and
enjoy it for once.
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GEOMETRY
Geometry is a branch of mathematics
concerned with questions of shape, size, relative
position of figures and the properties of space.
Building on the beauty of the clean geometrical
shapes and forms, a perfect circle or an
equilateral triangle can be satisfying enough in
the eyes of the beholder.

PINE

APPLE

[paɪn]

[æpl]

A swedish forest with
tropical weather

The fruit apple in
multiple ways

A dystopian take on the
future. If climate change
continues, pineapples will
grow next to pines in a not
too distant timeframe.

Apple trees take four to
five years to produce
their first fruit. Hopefully
the bartender makes this
drink a little quicker.

YOGURT

RHUBARB

[jɒgə(ː)t]

[ruːbɑːb]

Breakfast tastes, early riser
We took a typical
minimalists favourite
breakfast and put it in the
a drink. We just replaced
an avocado with alcohol.

Elegance of the flavour
‘rhubarb’
A rectangle is a planar
geometric figure in the
form of a quadrilateral.
The opposite sides of the
rectangle are parallel and
have the same length.
But who cares?
Everyone likes rhubarb!

MINIMAL DESIGN
Simple and refined.
No abundance of colors or shapes.
A minimalist design is a design stripped down
to only its essential elements. A philosophy
that strips everything except for the core.
And if you think about it, it’s taste that decides
what a good cocktail is and what isn’t.
To the eye it might look plain, but don’t let it
deceive you. Very friendly to your palate,
very unfriendly to your Instagram.
Less is more.

DESERT

FOREST

[dɛzət]

[fɒrɪst]

Hibiscus combined with
refreshing prickly pear

Classic swedish
rustic flavours

The cactus has found a
way to survive the tough
climate. We would bet
money that if the cowboys
back in the days had the
knowledge of how to
make this drink, it would
replace the water in their
bags on the road to new
adventures.

The north of Sweden has
a tremendous flora.
We guess Mr. Fibonacci
has never been there but
guess what? We have!
It’s a paradise of the
mathematical form.

SEA

MEADOW

[siː]

[ˈmɛdəʊ]

Asian flavours on the
IPA trend

Fresh citrus meets
orange flower

No, did we just put water
in your drink? Hmm...
in a way we actually did.
Eat the seaweed and
take a look at the
backside of the shell.
A classic fibonacci.

The head of a flower also
serves as an example of
the Fibonacci sequence.
Typically, seeds are
produced at the center,
and then migrate towards
the outside to fill all the
space in a characteristic
spiraling pattern.
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